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Frequently Asked Questions:

Q. Who is this program for?
A.This program is for newcomers as well as the experienced TTouch Practitioner & 
Instructors. 

Q. I’m a Tellington TTouch Practitioner and I have a lot of TTouch Training, 
will I learn anything new?
A. YES, you will learn new material! We will dive in depth exploring techniques
 for self-care to awaken our knowing of our connection to Divine Spirit. 
Explore the Key 9 Elements of TTouch-for-You seen with new eyes; 
and, share the HEART of TTouch in ways often not taught in other trainings.

Q. Do you cover only the material in the TTouch for Healthcare book?
A.We cover the material in the Healthcare book, plus we go in depth with 
elements at the heart of TTouch, the merging of science and spirituality in very 
practical ways. You are led through a tremendous amount of specific 
content in ways often not taught or covered in most TTouch trainings in person!

Q. Does this program count towards receiving credit for Advanced 
Training for those who are already Tellington TTouch 
Companion Animal, Horse, or Human Practitioners?
A.Yes! You can potentially receive up to 30 hours of credit for completed 
course work towards advanced training with proof of completion. 
This can include 18 hours of credit for completed IMMERSION self-study 
course work, 12 hours of credit for completion of the ‘Co-Creating
Heaven-on-Earth’ course work.

Q. As a Tellington TTouch Practitioner for Companion Animals
or Horses, can I use Tellington TTouch-for-You®with my human clients?  
A.You may share and teach Tellington TTouch-for-You®for Self-Help. 
Only those who are licensed Healthcare Professionals can legally use 
TTouch-for-You as a hands-on therapeutic modality with humans.

Q. How can I offer Tellington TTouch-for-You safely with people
in senior centers, in support groups, with my family, friends, 
where I volunteer, at work, or in various settings? I am not a
Tellington TTouch Practitioner or a licensed Healthcare Provider with people. 
A.You may share and teach Tellington TTouch-for-You®for Self-Help. 

Only those who are licensed Healthcare Professionals may use 
TTouch-for-You as a hands-on therapeutic modality with humans.
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Q. As a licensed Healthcare Professional can I offer Tellington 
TTouch-for-You with my clients as a therapeutic modality? 
A.Yes, for those who are licensed Healthcare Professionals trained
to work with people, you may integrate Tellington TTouch-for-You®within 
the laws of their state of residence for their profession. 

Q. Can I use Tellington TTouch-for-You in my current profession?
A.Yes! We encourage sharing and offering Tellington TTouch-for-You for Self-Help.
 Only those who are licensed Healthcare Professionals may use TTouch-for-You 
as a hands-on therapeutic modality with humans.

Q. Can I receive a Certificate for Completion of the TTouch-for-You®IMMERSION 
self-study program and for the "Co-Creating Heaven-on-Earth"?
A.Yes, all those who provide proof of completion with additional requirements 
can receive a certificate of completion for TTouch-for-You®IMMERSION and 
'Co-Creating Heaven-on-Earth.'

Q. Can I become a certified Tellington TTouch-for-You®Practitioner
for Self-Help with Humans?
A. Yes. We are developing the requirements for becoming a certified 
TTouch-for-You®Practitioner for Self-Help with Humans. You will need 
Proof of Completion and comprehension with practicum experience with 
written case studies. There will be additional testing requirements.
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